The leading fresh produce supply chain manager in Africa.

WHAT WE DO
The Alto Vida Group is the leading fresh produce supply chain manager in Africa. With
over 12 years of experience in one of the most challenging markets in the world, no task
is too big to handle. Our largest market is Angola, but we also have significant operations
in South Africa, Ivory Coast, Senegal, Uganda and Ghana.
What sets us apart is the fact that we have control over the entire supply chain, from the
time produce leaves the farm until it reaches the retailer.
•W
 e provide advice, know-how and seed to local farmers to guarantee a regular
supply of quality produce, and we also import produce from all over the world.
•W
 e add considerable post-harvest value, through packaging and processing fresh
produce at our state-of-the-art warehouses and high-care facilities in five African
cities.
• We rely on the best refrigerated fleets in Africa to get our product to market.
•W
 e supply a wide range of grades to all segments of the market, from informal
traders through to supermarkets, restaurants and five-star hotels.

Fruit and vegetables are our core business, but in recent years we have used our
intricate understanding of supply chain management and our vast knowledge of African
markets to expand into other areas such as meat, fish and even rare African hardwoods.
This diversification has helped us to achieve our goal of sustained growth and annual
profitability.

“We view ourselves as partners
with our customers, our
employees, our suppliers and
our community.”

WHO WE ARE
Our management team has accumulated decades of experience in supply chain
management in Africa. Each member of the team brings a different skillset to the
company, which allows us to nimbly navigate markets of ever-increasing complexity.

Gert Kotze

John Kotze

Robert Meintjes

Tobias Basson

Gert is our Managing Director and he has
15 years’ experience in the fresh produce
industry. He established all of Alto Vida’s
African operations and built a marketing
and logistics business that handled 14
000 tons of potatoes a year.

Robert is a CIMA qualified Management
Accountant who cut his teeth in Cameroon
and Angola. He has been working in the
Angolan market since 2011 and has an
extensive understanding of West African
fiscal regulations.

John has used his engineering experience
to develop fresh produce warehouses and
distribution centres throughout Africa. He
is a refrigeration and materials handling
specialist who also has great knowledge of
African hardwoods.

Tobias is the owner of Namakwaland Sitrus
in South Africa and HighGrow Agri Ltd. in
Uganda. He fulfils an advisory role to Alto
Vida on all agricultural projects. He has pioneered social upliftment projects throughout Africa.
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OUR SERVICES
Our can-do attitude means that we will surmount any challenge presented to us. While
anything is indeed possible, our key services include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitating agricultural development in Africa through our planting programmes
Importing fresh produce into Africa
Adding value by chilling, storing, packaging and grading produce
Further adding value with our pre-cut fruit and veg mixes
Distributing product in Africa with our fleet of refrigerated trucks
Marketing fresh produce to retailers in South Africa and Uganda
Exporting fresh produce and African hardwoods out of Africa
Providing assistance to local economies through refrigeration advice and support

NURTURING GROWTH
At the heart of our business is a deep-seated commitment to sell African fresh produce to
Africans. Since 2009 we have established strategic partnerships with numerous farmers
throughout Africa. Our agricultural development projects are best established in Angola,
but we are also aggressively expanding our efforts in other markets.
Together with the experts at Namakwaland Sitrus we provide technical assistance,
farming input, seed and planting programmes to numerous out-growers. It is heartening
to see how the farmers and their communities have flourished since our involvement, and
the projects have also helped us to be less reliant on imported produce.
We offer a whole crop solution to the farmer by exporting and packaging the first grade
products and processing the second grade products. This maximises the return and
ensures a sustainable stream of income for the farmer.

“At the heart of our
business is a deepseated commitment
to sell African fresh
produce to Africans.”

IMPORTING INTO AFRICA
When, for whatever reason, we cannot source a product locally we use our extensive
network of global partners to source it internationally – at the best price possible.
Decades of experience mean we can navigate the complex regulatory requirements with
ease.
Our primary focus is on fresh fruit and vegetables, but we also use our in-depth
knowledge of African markets and global distribution networks to import a whole
spectrum of other perishables ranging from A-grade beef through to more basic, budget
proteins such as horse mackerel and sardines.

DISTRIBUTION IN AFRICA
Alto Vida’s roots lie in distribution in Africa, and we are an undisputed leader in the field.
We don’t focus on any one segment of the market, as we believe in adding value to the
entire community. We distribute a wide range of products to the following markets:
•
•
•
•

Supermarkets and retailers
Hotels and restaurants
Airline catering services
Informal markets

Distribution in each of our markets is handled by our independently managed local
partners. This maximises the return and ensures a sustainable stream of income for the
farmer.

OUR FLEETS
We rely on best-in-class fleets to get our product to market quickly and hygienically.
Hundreds of refrigerated trucks leave our state-of-the-art distribution centres in Angola,
Senegal, Ivory Coast and Ghana every single day.

“We pride ourselves on getting product to
market quicker and fresher than anyone else.”

POST-HARVEST AND VALUE ADD
The Alto Vida group are pioneers in post-harvest processing and value-add in Africa, and
decades of experience mean that we remain the best in the business. Our distribution
centres’ world class facilities allow us to maximise the value of a product by chilling,
storing, grading, washing and packaging it.
What’s more our industry-leading high-care facilities produce over 180 lines of cleaned
and pre-prepared fruit and vegetables, ranging from salads and soup mixes to julienne
carrots and lettuce pillow packs.

Fruit selection

Dipping, spraying
or coating

Draining

Fresh cut fruit

Wash

Peeling, cutting,
slicing or wedging

Packaging

Refrigeration

EXPORTING OUT OF AFRICA
Although our primary business involves getting product to market in Africa, we also
use our extensive knowledge of working on the continent to export African products,
thus giving them the global recognition they deserve. We work with regional partners of
the Alto Vida group to export both raw materials and processed goods to international
markets, particularly in Europe and the Middle East.
Our partners in Angola, Senegal, Ghana and Ivory Coast have dedicated teams who
focus all their energies on finding willing international buyers for local products.

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH
NAMAKWALAND SITRUS
The Alto Vida Group has entered into a strategic partnership with Namakwaland Sitrus, a
large South African agricultural conglomerate. What started out as a mutual appreciation
of one another’s corporate philosophy has now developed into a fully-fledged business
partnership. While the relationship between the two groups is beneficial on many levels, it
is based on two key cornerstones:
1. T
 he agricultural expertise of Namakwaland Sitrus is invaluable in helping Alto Vida to
nurture and educate local farmers in Angola, Senegal, Ghana and Ivory Coast.
2. A
 t Alto Vida we use our vast knowledge of marketing, packaging and distribution to
find markets for Namakwaland Sitrus, both in South Africa and in other
African countries.

HIGHGROW AGRI
HighGrow Agri (HGA), a valued partner of Alto Vida, is currently engaged in the
transformation of the potato farming industry in Uganda. Agriculture has great potential
to contribute to sustainable development in Uganda as there are currently very few
commercial farms in the country and Ugandan agriculture has fallen way behind global
standards. At the moment the average production yield of potatoes in Uganda is only 5.8
metric tons per hectare. HGA has identified farmland in the Masaka area for a pilot project
where they aim to produce at least 40 tons per hectare. This will be achieved by planting
imported seed potatoes from South Africa and employing optimal fertilizer and pesticide
input programs.
For the project to be successful it will rely on Alto Vida’s vast knowledge of marketing and
distribution channels. A multi-faceted strategy combining the following elements will be
implemented:
• Contracts with large supermarkets and retailers will be pursued
• Direct selling to urban traders who will collect the potatoes on the farm
• Direct selling to rural traders who will collect the potatoes on the farm, or at the
nearest market point
• Direct selling to hotels, restaurants and fast-food chains in Kampala
• Direct selling to Owino and Nakasero markets in Kampala
• Export contracts and agreements will be established with East African countries

SUSTAINABLE AFRICAN RESOURCES
Our longstanding agricultural operations in Africa have had the added benefit of allowing
us to establish strong contacts with suppliers of African hardwoods in Angola and Ivory
Coast. Sustainable African Resources is a fully-owned subsidiary of the Alto Vida Group
which specialises in exporting and processing West African tropical hardwoods.
Sustainable African Resources has entered into partnerships with market leaders in the
hardwood industry, where Alto Vida sources the raw materials and handles the logistics
and our partners take care of processing the raw materials. Currently the value-add takes
place in South Africa, but plans are already afoot to establish factories at source. Different
parties manage each link in the supply chain, as follows:

Sustainable African Resources
Sources and exports the timber

Our expert partners

Add value to the timber by turning it into decking and flooring

Sustainable African Resources
Markets and distributes the finished product

REFRIGERATION SUPPORT
Decades of experience in the distribution of fresh produce have taught us a thing or two
about cold storage and refrigeration. Our commitment to the African economy means
we are more than willing to share our knowledge and expertise on the matter and we will
gladly introduce would-be clients to our trusted refrigeration partners.

CONTACT US

Alto Vida (Pty) Ltd
First Floor
Baker Street Square
De Beers Avenue
Somerset West
7130

Tel: +27 (0)21 852 5205
Company Registration No: 2015/340576/07
VAT Nr: 4560271266
Postal address:
Suite 326
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